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DATE / TIME
The hunt goes live at 08:00 (GMT) on Sunday 28th February, you will have 16 hours to
complete your hunt. Deadline to submit is midnight. Send your photos and answers to
thm35@aber.ac.uk
If your file is too large send it via: https://wetransfer.com

Prizes for each challenge
1st place - £30 voucher
2nd place - £20 voucher

Bonus prizes for participation and creativenes

WEEK 1
Plank Challenge

Jackbox Games - Quiplash

WEEK 2
Starva Challenge
Video Challenge

WEEK 3
Keepy Uppy Challenge

Great Aber Bake Off

WEEK 4
1 mile x4 Relay

Scavanger Hunt

WEEK 5
Orienteering

Trick Shot Challenge

WEEK 6
Gym Test

Escape Room

WEEK 7
Elevation Challenge

Emoji Photo Hunt

ACTIVITY
This is one of the beloved events we have brought across from the AberChallenge. The
scavenger hunt is set in Aberystwyth, you be given a series of activities that require you to
explore the town to find the answers.

https://wetransfer.com/
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Due to current COVID-19 restrictions a team consists of either a household, a support bubble, or up to
four individuals from two separate households (with social distancing)

Follow social distancing rules with people you don’t live with or who are not in your support bubble.
Wear a face covering (if you are able to) in all indoor public places.
Outdoor exercise with household, support bubble, or up to four individuals from two separate
households (with social distancing)

1. You can take part as an individual or as a team!

 
2. When participating as a team stick together. Don’t split up to “divide” the scavenger
hunt tasks or have additional individuals to join your team and complete your tasks.
 
3. The safety of yourself and your team is more important than the scavenger hunt. The
goal is to have fun, take the time to get to know each other and build your team – points
are a bonus.
 
4. Please adhere to COVID-19 rules and regulations for Wales. Notably:

 
5. Please be polite and respectful of others and the environment when exploring. If a
situation becomes uncomfortable remove yourself. Also, please don’t litter, clean up after
yourselves and your teammates.
 
6. Alongside adhering to Welsh Government COVID guidance, please be conscious of not
breaking any laws (e.g. trespassing).
 
7. No cars or vehicles may be used for transport. Following Welsh Government Guidance
exercise must start and finish from your home, or the home of the members of your
support bubble (www.gov.wales/alert-level-4-frequently-asked-questions)
 
8. Scores will be allocated by the judges based on the criteria assigned to each task
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10 pts for each place

Below you will find 10 emojis riddles, each describes a different place in Aberystwyth. 
Solve the riddle and take a photo (SELFIE) of you/your team in each of the locations.
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Below you will find a range of tasks, take the relevant photo(s) to gain points

Photo of someone looking over the horizon from beyond the castle walls 
(free interpretation - points will be awarded based on the creativity factor) 0-10

Task Points

Photo of an animal (the bigger the better)

Photo of road name sign with the most letters 
(the more letters, the higher the score)

Colourful photo 
(free interpretation - points will be awarded based on the creativity factor)

Photo of an individual reflected twice in one photo 
(free interpretation - points will be awarded based on the creativity factor)

Photo of a written riddle about one of the “emoji” marked places 
(free interpretation - points will be awarded based on the creativity factor)

Photo of an individual that could be used as a postcard

Photo of the distance markers along the seafront 
(2 points for each marker photographed – bonus points for kicking the bars) 

Ingenious photo of a the most boats in one frame 
(points will be assigned accordingly) 

Photo of an individual on top of Pendinas with Wellington Monument visible

A photo of 2 seagulls, 1 pedestrian, 1 car and a wave in the background

Photo of a team member sleeping in an extravagant location 
(free interpretation - points will be awarded based on the creativity factor)

Photo of a building that resembles a face the most 
(free interpretation - points will be awarded based on the creativity factor)

Photo of someone posing with sheep 
(the more sheep in the frame, the higher the score) 

Photo that could be used as a university advertisement 
(free interpretation - points will be awarded based on the creativity factor)
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0-10
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boat
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Below you will find a range of trivia tasks, find the relevant information to gain points

10

Task (provide proof either written or photograph your answers) Points

What does Pen Dinas originally mean/could be translated to?

10Which TV Series was shot partially in Aberystwyth?

How high is Pen Dinas from the sea level? (metres or feet)

10

Ranked
Closest

Pob 
lwc!

Good 
luck!

When was the University of Aberystwyth founded? 


